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THE AMBITION:
As we move closer towards the second-hand smoke target for 2020* and a tobacco-free generation  
in 2034, we must continue to protect children from the harms caused by second-hand smoke and  
give every child in Scotland the chance to grow up in a smoke-free environment.

Building on 2014 results
Take it Right Outside launched in March 2014 and the first phase of the campaign delivered very  
strong results – 22% of our audience stated they had stopped smoking in the home completely. 

After this highly successfully first phase, the campaign is launching again in October 2015.  
Our campaign will continue to reinforce the dangers towards children of second-hand smoke  
by raising awareness of the harmful effects it has on them both in the home and the car.  
Plus it will drive home the message that due to the lingering nature of second-hand smoke,  
it is never acceptable to smoke indoors. 

We also want to better support smokers by ensuring they have the facts to re-assess their  
behaviour, and by signposting sources of relevant information and support to help them  
make their homes smoke-free.

THE CAMPAIGN STRATEGY: 
The campaign focuses on three distinct strands.

To EDUCATE about second-hand smoke, its harms and highlight that what people are currently 
doing (smoking at the door or window or smoking when children are out of the house) still isn’t 
enough to protect their children.

To encourage RE-ASSESSMENT, by letting our audience know that the only way to fully protect 
children is to have a smoke-free home and car.

To provide DIRECTION AND SUPPORT, by giving people the necessary information to enable them 
to change their behaviour.

*to reduce children’s reported second-hand smoke exposure from 11% to 6%



KEY CAMPAIGN MESSAGES:

•  85 per cent of second-hand smoke is invisible and has no smell – so you may be unaware of the  
harm it is causing your children.

•  When you smoke indoors, harmful chemicals are created which creep from room to room  
and linger in the air long after you think the smoke has gone. 

•  Second-hand smoke can linger for up five hours in the air, so you may be unaware of the harm  
it is causing even if the kids are in bed, out playing or at school. The harmful chemicals will still  
be waiting for them to breathe them in up to 5 hours later.

•  Standing at the back door or leaning out a window when you smoke isn’t enough to protect  
your family, as the harmful chemicals creep from room to room for up to five hours, waiting  
for your child to breathe them in.

•  Children breathe faster than adults and therefore will breathe in more of the harmful chemicals  
from second-hand smoke.

•  You can choose whether your child breathes second-hand smoke or clean air.  
There is no acceptable time to smoke indoors and the only answer is a smoke-free home.

• Make the right choice for your kids. For your kids’ sake, never smoke indoors.  
Take it right outside.

•  Find out more information and help with ways to keep your home smoke-free  
at www.rightoutside.org



THE CAMPAIGN IN DETAIL:
The marketing campaign will launch on 5 October, incorporating television, radio, outdoor and online 
supported by a community event tour, partnerships, a campaign website and PR programme. 

TV:
Central to the campaign is the TV advert, featuring the familiar scenario of a mother putting her  
little boy to bed before going about her usual evening routine, which includes having a cigarette  
by an open window. 

Using a split screen format, the advert simultaneously shows the actions of the mother, whilst viewers 
see the boy sleeping. 

This year the voiceover has been updated to reinforce the lingering danger of second-hand smoke.

The advert will also now end with an unequivocal call to action, ‘For your kids’ sake, never smoke 
indoors, take it right outside’.

Viewers will also be directed to advice and support via the campaign website rightoutside.org

The TV campaign will run from 5 October for four weeks.

Radio:
There are two new 40 second radio adverts. These focus on the lingering aspect of second-hand 
smoke, as well as busting the myths around second-hand smoke. Once again we want parents to 
reassess their current smoking behaviour and highlight the fact that it is never ok to smoke indoors. 
The ads will also signpost the website for information and support in creating a smoke-free home.

The adverts will run across commercial and community radio stations for six weeks.



Outdoor:
This year we are running targeted outdoor advertising in the most deprived areas of Scotland. 6-sheet 
posters will run at bus stops and outside tobacconists for four weeks from early November. 

Website and Digital:
We are updating www.rightoutside.org – this will be further developed to support the campaign  
and provide information on how to protect kids from the hidden dangers of second-hand smoke.

It will also provide a ‘decision-tree’ tool, designed to enable smokers  
to find out tailored tips and advice for creating a smoke-free home.  
This simple Q&A tool will work across mobiles, desktops and tablets  
and will be available for use by partners and stakeholders.

We will also be developing a range of other digital resources,  
designed to support the campaign through partners, PR and  
in social media. Details of these will be made available  
in due course. 

Digital advertising will run from early October, to raise  
awareness of the key campaign messages and direct  
people to the website.

Community Event Tour:
A tour of Scotland is planned to visit shopping centres,  
supermarkets and leisure venues.

The concept will be as before, using a living room 
set and augmented reality technology to highlight  
the dangers of second-hand smoke.

The tour will be launched on 7 October 2015  
and will be rolled out for 5 weeks. A full  
schedule will be shared in due course.  
If you would like to come along and  
support one of the events please contact  
jac@kommando.co.uk or tom@kommando.co.uk



PR:
There will be a supporting PR campaign, which will aim to deliver sustained coverage in national, 
regional and local print and broadcast media. 

PR will be focused on delivering an evidence-led campaign where every creative tactic is rooted in 
demonstrating the harmful effects of second-hand smoke, as well as helping our audience find ways 
to tackle the barriers around creating a smoke-free home.

Using a compelling mix of case studies, facts, myth-busting and expert commentary, the campaign 
will aim to challenge people’s perceptions around second-hand smoke and make it clear that the only 
way to protect children is to have a completely smoke-free home.

PR will also reinforce the 2020 second-hand smoke target and the progress being made towards this.

We want to work closely with partners and stakeholders to deliver strong media exposure for the 
campaign, particularly at a local level. If you would like to get involved and have a story to share, 
please contact the PR team at shs@consolidatedpr.com or call 0131 240 6420.
 

Partnerships:
Partnerships are being established with a number of organisations to drive awareness of the campaign 
messages. If you are working currently with any partners who you feel might be able to support the 
campaign, please get in touch.



HOW YOU CAN HELP:
Your support last year was invaluable and we’d very much appreciate your help again  
at this next phase. 

Here’s some of the ways in which you can support the campaign. 
• Sharing this pack with your colleagues and other relevant stakeholders helping us to maximise 

support for the campaign

• Requesting some of our resources (posters, leaflets and digital resources) to spread the word in your 
own organisation. Please contact Consolidated PR for more information, at shs@consolidatedpr.com 

• Promoting the second-hand smoke campaign within your organisation, workplace or community. We 
can provide logos and images for leaflets, publications and the web. Our PR agency can also provide 
material for intranets and newsletters. 

• Linking your website and social media feeds to the campaign website www.rightoutside.org 

• Sharing social media content across your Facebook and Twitter feeds, using the campaign hashtag 
#rightoutside where appropriate 

• Helping with case studies – if you have any strong human interest examples of smokers who sought 
help to change their smoking patterns and reduce levels of second-hand smoke exposure in the 
home, please get in touch with our PR agency by emailing shs@consolidatedpr.com

• Working with our PR agency to drive local coverage, targeting your local media contacts with 
campaign information and local stories

• Supporting the local event tour when it comes to your local area

Resources:
There are a number of campaign assets available, including posters, leaflets, logos and jpegs of the 
campaign, website buttons and banners. Downloadable versions will be available on the resources 
section of the website. 

The PR agency Consolidated PR can also provide editorial, second-hand smoke fact sheets,  
social media content and web copy. 

If you need any resources, please contact Consolidated PR on 0131 240 6420  
or email shs@consolidatedpr.com

Alternatively you can visit the resource section on our campaign website www.rightoutside.org



CAMPAIGN CONTACTS:
We very much look forward to working with you again on this next phase of Take it Right Outside,  
as we move towards creating a smoke-free Scotland. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact any of the following campaign contacts with questions  
or suggestions.

Campaign Manager:
Claire Prentice
Senior Marketing Manager - Healthier
Scottish Government
Claire.prentice@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
0131 244 5187

PR:
Linda McIntyre
Consolidated PR
shs@consolidatedpr.com
0131 240 6420

Local Community Events
Jac McMillan
Kommando
jac@kommando.co.uk
0141 643 3980

Tom Winfield
Kommando
tom@kommando.co.uk
0141 643 3980


